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Students Urged to Study Issues
Why Politics

In Paper?
This special political issue of The Spectator is published to inform our readers
of the issues at hand Nov.
8. Issues are vital. They
affect everybody, not just
the voter.
Granted not every student is eligible to vote in
this election. But most will
be in 1964. It is not too
earlyto examine the issues.
The promises and threats
made now by candidates
affect everybody. Four
years from now the student
will have his opportunity
to approve or disapprove
this year's election results.
The Spectator within its
few pages summarizes today the 1960 campaign on
the national and state
levels. We hope that student opinions and evaluations of the political scene
will stir more student interest in significant areas of
government.

John Kennedy

RichardNixon

We hope to encourage
both voter and prospective
voter to pick up the daily
papers and news magazines
and read about issues and
candidates.
We tried to present both
sides fairly. Cheers for a
candidate are hollow when
they come from an empty
mind. Intelligent support
is based on knowledge of
both sides. We hope we
have added more food for
thought and little grist for

To the Students of Seattle University:
To the Students of Seattle University:
I am seeking the Presidency in this critical election year
I welcome this opportunity to extend greetings and warm
because Ibelieve America no longer has time to sit still in the
regards to the students of Seattle University and the people of
world. I want to see my country once more in fact
not just
your community.
in word
the leader of the hopes of men everywhere to be
My travels across the length and breadth of the nation
free
free not only of political bondage but of poverty and
during the past weeks have reinforced my conviction that the
hunger and ignorance and illiteracy and disease.
overwhelming issues of the campaign are the maintenance of
Communism promises all these things to the world
and
world peace with justice and without appeasement.
we have heard Khrushchev promise it for us, and for our grandIknow that Americans want leaders at the national, state and
children
at the price of slavery.
local
levels who do not look to the past, nor are satisfied with the
Revolution,
The American
of which we today are a continpresent, but who, by deeds more than words, show the way
uing part, is dedicated to the inalienable right of all men to be
to a new and greater hope for a future in which people, rather
free. Yet unless we exercise our responsibilities under freedom
than government, will play an ever-increasing and dynamic role.
moving,
we
face
the
that
up
unless
to
fact
Communism is
We Republicans owe it to our country, to our party, and
and has been moving, relentlessly, for the past eight years, prejudice.
principle for which we stand, to put on nothing less than
to
the
America has drifted
unless we face up to the fact that
vigorous campaign based on the great issues that
an
all-out
c must get moving on our own part
we can lose our heritage.
There will be no day classconfront
this
nation.
simultaneously:
We must move on three fronts
On defense
es Tuesday, Nov. 1, the feast
You may be sure that I am pleased to be working with all of
to provide the invincible striking force and the "brush-fire"
of All Saints, a holy day of
you and to welcome your support in just that kind of effort.
obligation. Evening Division
rces that will cause the Soviet Union to seriously talk peace
classes will meet as usual.
and disarmament. In the underdeveloped world
to prove to
Richard Nixon
the less fortunate and the emerging peoples that we share their
will to be free and that with our abundance and our will we will
to take our great pro- Homecoming Elections:
help them. And on our own home front
ductive capacity out of storage; to put our money and our
workers and our machines and factories to full-time jobs again;
to educate our youth and help our older folk; to become a
nation on the move again.
Song queens and cheerleadIbelieve that if we are to choose the path of greatness
ers
were chosen yesterday
once again we must choose it now. Ithink we no longer have
afternoon
following tryouts in
Homecoming
for
members
of
the
court
Nominations
time to wait.
John F. Kennedy
will be Wednesday, Joe McKinnen and Jan Greenfield, the gym.
SONG QUEENS for the
will be Wednesday, Joe McKinnon and Jan Greenfield,
1960-61
season are Mary Ann
Twenty
each
class
are
to
be
norgirls
nthis week.
from
Lofy, Sally Bauerlein, Sherry
mated.
Doyle, Michele Drake, Susie
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Pep Squads
Appointed

Court Nominations
Set for Wednesday

Frosh Elect Salceda,
Toner, Judy Bingell

Voting booths will be open
in the Chieftain and Liberal
Arts Bldg. from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. Additional voting will be
Salceda was elected Mary Jo Shepard, Marilyn in Xavier and Marycrest from
sident of the freshman Dibb and Sharon Morrissey.
5 to 7 p.m.Students must have
Salceda, a pre-med major ASSU cards to vote.
class yesterday. Other class
officers elected were Walter from Santa Ana, Calif., deVoting will be by ballot only.
Toner, vice president; Judy feated his only rival, John Each student may nominate
Codling, by 100 votes.
Bingell, secretary-treasurer.
one girl from each class.
THE ELECTION results
The nomination winners will
FRESHMAN representatives
to the Student Senate are Liz were released by Bill Price, be announced in next week's
Bauernfiend, Sherry Doyle, elections board coordinator.
Spectator.

K)aniel

Inside The Spec

National Platforfms
Faculty Political Comment
State Platforms
Campus Political Activities
Absentee Voting
Ann O'Donnell
Week's Events
News of the Week
Just Speculating
Just Speculating
State Initiatives

p. 2
p. 2
p.3
p.4
p. 5
p. 5
p. 6
p. 6
p.7
p.1
p.8

Morrow, and Karen Gallagher.
They were in competition with

40 other girls.
Yell leaders are Jeff Flowers, Dave Coffman, Ed MeKenna, and Bob Clay.
THE PEP SQUAD was
chosen by a committee of five.
Stan Stricherz and Don Volta
represented the ASSU. Peggy
Dibb, Pete Hartley and Sue
Galarneau represented the
Pep Club.
|
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Kennedy vs.
Bigotry
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Party Platforms Differ Widely
On Foreign, Domestic Planks
By DIANE SOLOMON
Democratic and Republican platforms
for the 1960 Presidential campaigns differ
on many major issues involving the future administration's stand in government affairs. Following are some of the
more important planks, differences, and
similarities.

forces, the space exploration program,
and other aspects of national defense is
the Democratic promise.
Raise of minimum wages to $1.25 an
hour and repeal of a federal law allowing
the states to prohibit union shops are the
principal Democratic labor policies. Republicans ask for strengthening of unemployment insurance in their labor platform.

FOREIGN POLICIES of the Democratic party include pledges to shift from
military to economic aid abroad, to create a national peace agency, and to put
aid programs on a long-term basis, not
subject to annual budget-cutting, while
Democrats Say:
1. Shift from military to the Republicans emphasize a need for
continued militaryassistance.
economic aid abroad.
Both parties support disarmament and
2. Create national peace
oppose recognition of Communist China.
agency.
3. Further trade and cul- The Republicans see a need to contain
tural relations,withcom- communism as a whole, and the Democrats emphasize trade and cultural relamunist lands.
wage
4. Raise minimum
to tions with communist lands to encourage
human relations.
$1.25.
5. Repeal federal law alREPUBLICAN defense policy calls in
lowing states to prohibit
general for "intensified, courageous and
union shops.
6. Away with "tight new efforts to match Soviet aggressivemoney."
ness." A strengthening of conventional

REGARDING CIVIL rights, both
promise tfo end discrimination in federally subsidized housing, The Republicans
further plan to outlaw labor union exclusion of Negroes from membership and
to establish de-segregation in all appropriate cases as soon as possible. The
Democrats wish to establish a Fair Employment Practices Commission and to
require plans from southern schools providing for de-segregation by 1963.
Economically, the Republicans intend
quicken
to
the pace of growth but not by
massive new federal spending and loose
money policies. On the other hand, Democrats denounce the "tight money" policy,
and feel the national product must grow
at an average annual rate of five per
cent to meet defense requirements and
needs of the American people.

A Nixon

Self-Portrait

Republicans Say:
1. Continue military assistance.

2. Match Soviet aggressiveness.
3. Strengthen unem ploymentinsurance.
4. Quicken pace of economic growth.
5. Contain Communism as
a whole.
6. Outlaw labor union exclusion of Negroes from
membership.

Professors Take G. O.P., Democratic Stands
American Prestige and the Republican Party
BY AN ANONYMOUS FACULTY MEMBER
BothVice President Nixon and Sen- the admittedly dwindling prestige of
ator Kennedy have recognized the prob- this country abroad? It is irresponsible
lem of world peace as a major issue because nothing serves more to injure
in the present campaign by taking firm our reputation abroadthan the Asian's
anti-communist stands. Both have and European's realizationof the inpledged themselves to protect the f.ree ferior American leadership at the end
world against further communist sub- of and immediately after World War
II.
version and attack.
THE INHUMAN AND IMMORAL
OF THE TWO candidates, Mr. Nixby the United States and its
demand
on has the advantage in this respect:
allies
for
total surrender when their
The Republican Party's record of dipmaking peace overtures
enemies
were
dealing
with the
lomatic success in
through
neutral nations actually trigcommunist powers far outstrips the
gered
the
atom bombs dropped on
Democratic record.
What single act has
Japanese
cities.
Eastern Europe fell beneath the
damaged American
more
effectively
communist yoke, during a Democratic
prestige
in Asia?
administration. The heavy, red sword
To blame the present administrawhichhas hung ominously over Berlin
tion for America's dwindling prestige
for the past 15 years was forgedduring is also illogical. Much of the prestige
the Yalta and Potsdam conferences. America built up during the war years
The American participants at these rested on the capacity for mass proconferences represented a Democratic duction, mass organization and a relatively high standard of living.
administration.
FREE CHINA was lost to the Soviet block during
— the Truman years.
Korea followed- a war for which the
United States was woefully unprepared.
It would be unjust to lay the whole
blame for these humiliating reverses
at the feet of the present Democratic

candidate.

However, as one who has proudly
pointed to the dismal record of the
Roosevelt Truman era, he cannot
wholly disassociate himself from it.
Many men who shared in those fateful
decisions of the post-war years still
hold positions of notable influence in
the Democratic Party. Some of these
men, through th'eir shortsighted policy,
fathered the very problems America
faces today. Senator Kennedy's slogans, in fact, are a searing indictment
of the post-war recordof his ownparty.

-

NOW, 15 YEARS after the war,
with aid furnished by the American
taxpayer, many European nations have
raised to a high level their production
quotas and material living standards.
The natural result :These people have
loweredtheir originalestimation of the
famous American "know-how." Hence,
American prestige,measured only by a
base standard of material progress, is

lower.

In a truer sense, American prestige
has never been higher. The Eisenhower
administration lent dignity
to the
—
American image abroad commanding
respect from all the decent peoples of
the world.

AMERICA HAS RESPECTED and
smaller nations. America's leaders have acted
with dignity and restraint. They have
COMING TO POWER in 1952, the made firm and courageous decisions.
Republican Party had the misfortune
America commands respect today,
to reap the harvest of these crises. Is not on the basis of material power,but
not,
then,
cruelly
it
ironical that the on the basis of principled living,gentleDemocratic Presidential candidate con- manly conduct, and a Christian coneern
tinually harasses the present adminis- for the well-being of all people. A
vote
tration with the charge that it has not for Vice
Nixon will help to
President
fully put our national house in order? insure
continuance of this kind of
Is it not irresponsible and illogical leadership the kind of leadership that
to blame the presentadministration for America needs.
protected the rights of

—

On the Frontiers of Freedom
BY D. A. DOWNES
this revolutionary political idea.However, in this century the Democratic
Party has taken the lead by more affirmatively and actively espousing the
political principle- of federal responman welfare. This idea, which was the sibility for the solving of problems
basis of most economic thinking of the bearing on the national welfare.
last century,divided human beings into
It has been the Democrats who
"capital" and "labor," two groups have recognized that major foreign and
pledged to fight over the world's plenty. domestic obstacles cannot be met by
limitedpersonal interests, or lesser soMARX SAW CLEARER than any
groups, or the vagaries
man of his time that private greed cial economic
They have rec-.
of
individual
initiative.
wouldnever have any other effect upon ognized
more
often
that greater
society than to divide men into a small
crises to our nagroup of the privileged rich and masses changes bring great They
believe that
of the struggling poor. He wrote a de- tion and the world.
vastating analysis of capitalism which, only vigorous national leadership can
however objectionable his means of at- meet and solve these massiveproblems.
tack, nevertheless struck at the main
WE NOW MUST CHOOSE that poerror in the capitalist system.
litical party which has demonstrated
But did the capitalist system have the best understanding of national poinevitably to divideinto a terribleecon- litical action during great trials. The
omic struggle? Could the political sys- people have called on the Democratic
tem of a country adjust and redress Party during the second, third and
the selfishness of the profit motive so fourth decades of this century to lead
that self-interest would be directed tO' them through difficult times. And
ward general human welfare?The ans- deeds were done which preserved the
wer is no Utopian"yes" or speculators frontiers of liberty.Surely no crusades
"no".
inhistory were undertaken which were
more honorable and just than those
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY rose to battles we waged in this epoch. In our
the challenge.It developedthe political times, the troops for human
welfare
idea that the economic welfare of the have been Democratic.
prime
nation is a
responsibility of the
national government. There has been
TODAY THE CRISES result from
strife, but the American economic sys- from another great change in
theworld.
tem did not become a basis for class Half of humanity has discovered that
struggle. Moreover, the nation's wealth theirs has been an inhuman
existence,
has been democratized more so than that men have the power to humanize
ever before. This historical fact makes their lives. They are calling for an uniMarx's critique inapplicable to twen- versal effort on the part of those who
tieth-century America. We are for this possess the power to put within their
reason the living denial of the com- grasp "the pursuit of happiness."
munist revolution advocated by Marx.
We hear pleas for
extension of
This is why we are the advance the frontiers of liberty an
justice just
and
guard on the frontiers of freedom and as we did in
And we must re1776.
why we must always be. America has spond so that those people
are not to
developed a working social system become desperate
and deceived again
which realizes more fully than any by the oldest and crudest betrayals of
time in history that government is a the helpless— violent enslavement by.
servant of the people, that through the leviathans whose
satanic evil stains
representativeaction no islands of un- all history with its dripping
red jaws.
assailable privilege, no peninsulas of
WHO WILL BEST HEAR these
incontestable wealth, no domains for
self-righteous prejudice and hate can calls? Who will best meet their chalthwart the nation's will. We affirmed lenge? Who will beat the red monster
and formed a society worthy of human back into his den? Who will lead America to the new frontiers of freedom?
dignity.
American history leaves no doubt,
v
BOTH OF OUR POLJTICA1.parties we today cannot afford to ignoreand
its
have had a part in the development of wise lesson!
Perhaps the most dangerous idea
latent in the American mentality is the
nineteenth century notion that a social
system based primarily on self-interest will necessarily serve general hu-
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of State Parties
Outlined for Voters

Write Views to S.U. Policies

Democratic Platform

ALBERT D. ROSELLINI
general
we still have a
fund Greetings!
Dear S.U. Students:
My warmest appeciation is
debt.
Lloyd
J. AnMy name is
We have had enough of favo- due the Young Democrat Club
drews. I am forty years old.
granting of small of Seattle University for the
Igrew up on an eastern Wash- ritism in the
ington farm. Iam a graduate loans licenses, of state shoes support and assistance its
of Mead High School and of being sold for private gain, of members have given me durWashington State University, relatives of high state officials ing this campaign.
of
which Iattended on a 4-H receiving fat appraisal fees,
Isolicit your continued help
state purchasing orders being
scholarship.
issued to fictitious firms, of during the remaining days beTwo years ago, your state political bosses being named fore the election so that a
taxes were raised again. We to lucrative sales jobs, of state administration dedicated
are paying the nation's second wholesale patronage appoint- to service to the people and
progress for theState of Washhighest state taxes. On a per ments in state liquor stores.
ington will be retained.
capita basis, we have the najust
three
you
Ipromise
tion's highest bonded debt. Yet things:
Ibelieve that the young
1. Iwill do my best to bal- people of our state demand a
ance the budget and move to- forward-looking administration
ward pay-as-we-go.
in Olympia, an administration
2. Iwill do my best to pro- that will look honestly at the
vide more jobs for our people. problems resulting from our
3. Iwill return honesty and current and future growth and
integrity to Olympia.
will develop realistic programs
■R
Take your trick to
to meet these problems.
Lloyd J. Andrews
n
the top for a treat.
I
am proud of the record my
THEATRE
BROADWAY
administration
has made in
H Chinese Temple
201 Broadway N.
EA 3-1085
this regard in the past four
years. In sharp contrast to the
m and Observatory
GAY!
"do-nothing or do-little" attiGRIPPING I
JsFTjEßyllk
tude of the previous administration, this Democraticadministrationhas initiatednew pro' "~
II &'■" iB
grams for education, for our
hospitals and institutions, for
the development of natural resources and for the encourageHmBBHH
ment of existing industry and
For Par*v
...,aAlec Guinness new industry to provide more
\
jobs for our people.
i
Ia"d Dance I
k BBRtscrvations I BurlIves-MaureenO'Hara
Again, may Iexpress my
MU 2"
thanks for your support and
9393
my hope that you will continue
In CinemaScope
x
"BABETTE GOES TO WAR"
to work for a continuation of
Brigirte Bardot Jacques Charrier
responsible government in the
StudentPrice: 65c
State of Washington.
When Student Body Card is presented
Albert D. Rosellini
L,LO¥D J. ANDREWS

I IDEA

1

\y [**£*[
I

I

i"XI!
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Our Mnt4

On Havana
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"A program for the next ten years" the Democratic platform was adopted at their convention May 28, 1960, in Spokane,
Wash. Summarized, it is as follows:
TAXATION: To adopt a graduated net income tax; to reduce
sales tax.
LABOR: To increase minimum wage to $1.25 an hour; to oppose all right-to-work laws; to attract high-wage industries
to create more joos; to increase state employees' salaries
to the level of private business.
EDUCATION: To initiate a program to aid school districts in
building junior colleges; to eliminate the 40/60% voting
requirement for special bond issues; to extend levies beyond one-year period; to continue state matching funds
for school construction; to protect the Teacher's Retirement System.

CONSERVATION: To establish a Youth Conservation Corps;
to stimulate a vigorous program for reforestation and
improvement of Forest Service production.
WELFARE: To abolish the death penalty; to allocate adequate
funds for additional facilities for the mentally retarded;
to oppose reductions in grants for old age welfareprograms.
AGRICULTURE: To oppose extension of the Business and
Occupation Tax to agriculture; to design an equitable
repayment contract for the Columbia Basin Project.
FOREIGN POLICY: To eliminate war; to expand the world's
industrial and agricultural production and distribution; to
fulfill the inherent rights of all people.

Republican Platform
The Republican Party adopted a comprehensive state platform at their convention June 4, 1960, in Spokane. Summarized, it is as follows:
TAXATION: No state income tax; no increase in present rates
of state taxation; to adopt a pay-as-you-go basis for state
government.

LABOR: To oppose legislation designed to destroy labor unions or weaken the basic collective bargaining process; ts
make unemployment insurance benefits available only to
the deserving; to stimulate new industry.
EDUCATION: To simplify and clarify state school laws; to
pledge adequate state aid to the local school districts for
school construction; to oppose the extension of general
federal aid to schools; ungraded primaries and courses for
gifted children.
CONSERVATION: To favor a realistic State Department of
Natural Resources that will help bolster the economy of
the state's depressed timber production areas.
WELFARE: To require that welfare payments at all times
keep pace with changes in the cost of living in this state;
to oppose compulsory health insurance program.
AGRICULTURE: To adopt sound policy of land use; to reduce costs to the taxpayer; to reduce surpluses; to adopt
a marketing program withoutdirect subsidies to the farmer
FOREIGN POLICY: To endorse tile dynamic, forthright, peace
with justice policy of the Eisenhower administration.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

Sign up NOW for S.U.'s bowling league!

Teams of both student', and faculty
members compete each Thursday afternoon.
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Students Meet 'Challenge of the 60's'

THE NIXON BOOTH gathers a large crowd as
the Nixon-Day rally gets under way Tuesday.
Both student politicalorganizations provided
literature and buttons for their individual
candidates.
By JUDY KING

The emphasis on youth in
the 1960 Presidential campaign
has resulted in mass student
movements for both candi-

dates.
STUDENTS as a whole seem

THE REPUBLICAN FIST threaten-

ingDave Irwin,Northwest Chairman
of the Young Democrats belongs to
Mr. Mort Frayn, state chairman for
the Nixon-Lodge campaign.

"excellent organization" and
said that he was "very much
impressed with the work of
college students in politics.
"THEY'VE concentrated not
only on whipping up enthusiasm for their candidates, but
have participated in all phases
of political campaigning. As
splinter groups they are very

to be well informed on the
campaign issues and most have
definite ideas on Presidential
preferences. Their enthusiasm effective."
The chairman of the Washhas taken the shape of numer- ington
State Citizens for Kenrallies,
stepped-up
activous
nedy, Mr.Henry B. Owen, statYoung
Re- ed that "never before have so
ities in both the
publicans and Young Demo- many
young people been so encrats camps and an increasing thusiastically active in a navolunteers
number of student
tional campaign. Senator Kenworking with state and nation- nedy has rallied to his cause
al party organizations.
students in every campus
Mr. Mort Frayn, state chair- throughout the nation."
man for the Nixon-Lodgecam"DUE PRINCIPALLY to the
paign, praised the Young Re- enthusiasm for this candidacy,
publicans on campus for their it is estimated that one million

FOUR YOUNG DEMOCRATS, (from left) Joe
McKinnon, Vicki Cameron, Ray Kozen and
Carole Deßock, prepare for Kennedy Day on
campus last week. They admit that "it's all
for the pahty!"

paign, which is a good sign,
for intelligent voting means
preparation and for many who
are unable to vote, but are still
working for their party, this
election is a sort of trial run."
Dr. Charles S. LaCugna,
head of the political science
department, had this to say
FR. FRANK B. COSTELLO, about students participatingin
S.J., academic vice president of politics: "If students do not
S.U., and moderator of the enter actively into politicallife,
then it is left to those not eduYoung Democrats, said that
student interest in this year's cated and not moral-minded to
election was due in part to the vote. The fact that a student
ag"e of the candidates and also is a Catholic, Protestant or
the fact that this is the begin- Jew does not determine civic
ning of a new decade.
responsibility. What deter"Students sense that the mines civic responsibilityis lechallenge of the '60's is differ- gal status."
ent and will engage them more
JOE DEMO, president of the
than their parents," he said.
"S. U. students have been actively engaged in this camnew student voters will be exercising their franchise on election day."
The reason for this "informed political enthusiasm" was
brought out in interviews with
both student and faculty members who are closely following
the campaign.

Young Republicans, emphasized "there is definitely a
student obligationto take part
in politics, for the college student is the future voter. What
college students feel toward
politics now is actually an indication of the future destiny
of this country."
Dave Irwin, Northwest regional chairman of the Na- ,
tional Student Federation of
Young Democrats, says, "The
responsibility of leadership in *
America is shifting towards
the younger people. Students
are aware that this new responsibility for leadership is
coming their way and so are
becominginterestedin political
policies."

Budget Situation Big Question
In State Gubernatorial Campaign

By SANDRA TANAKA
Holding a prominent place
in the Rosellini-Andrews gubernatorial campaign is the
question of the present deficit
in the state's general-purpose
fund. It is a regular case of
"who dun it?" except that it
does not end there. The
— big
Concern is what is being and
Will be done.
SINCE 1949 the fund has
been insolvent,except for brief
periods, due to Initiative No.
172 which turned a surplus of
$32 million into a $44 million
deficit in1951. The Democrats
had supported this welfare initiative while the Republicans
were officially silent on it.
This was while Arthur Langlie, a Republican, was governor. In the succeeding years
the deficit declined.
WHEN GOVERNOR ROSELLINI took office this figure
was $29.3 million. During the
first two years of his administration he had made good on
h is no-tax-increase promise,
but the deficit rose to $71 million. In 1959 the legislature

—
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raised the rates of the sales
and business taxes to bring in
an additional $115 million.
This was contrary to Rosellini's 1956 campaign promise
that no new taxes were necessary.
However, without this taxrate increase, his deficit in
1959 would have been about
$71 million instead of the reported $44 million. According
to official estimates Rosellini
will cut this down to $19.5 million by June 30, 1961, the date
for the close of his second fiscal biennium. But this is at
the cost of new taxes levied
over two years.
LLOYD J. ANDREWS, the
Republican nominee, also plans
to balance the budget without
new taxes if he is elected.Few
persons with knowledge about
state-government finances
agree that this is possible.
Andrews recently admitted
that it might take him four
years to fit expenditures to tax
incomes, but he has been vague
on how he would manage
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TEACHERS Are Needed!
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Men willing to dedicate their
lives to GOD and MAN
at home and in the missions:
CONTACT: Director of Vocations
Brother Gilbert Burke, C.S.C.
Notre Dame High School
13685 Riverside Dr.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
FISH AND FRIES
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things his first two years of
administration.
AT PRESENT the general
fund, which helps support education, state institutions, development of natural resources, and all aspects of general state government, "borrows" from solvent state funds
and pays interest on the loans.
Andrews charges the Democratic state administration
with having accomplished a
"paper balance" in this fund.

pizza

"CMC"

ilA

NWIIMIrUM'NMK, COPYRIGHT

I»M TMf COCA-OOiA OOMMNT.

DearDiaiy...
As I
take my pen in hand, Itake
my bottle of Coke in the other hand!
Yes, dear diary, where wouldI
be
without Coca-Cola? Just a social outcast.
Why, everybody drinks Coke! John
and Bill and Barry and Charley.
Horace too. Confidentially, Ithink I'll

idßWBSH|^_
xCj^ty^T^M

W/WVjS^

have another bottle of Coke.

OIL'S DRIVE-IN
1001 E PINE

3 BLOCKS FROM S.U.

BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under outhority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company. Seattle. Washington
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OFFICIAL NOTICE

of "EW", which is computed as
an "E" in your grade point average will be entered on the record
of students who fail to withdraw
officially.
Withdrawals will be considered
WITHDRAWAL
when the student
Students are reminded to con- official onlyapproved
withdrawal
sult bulletin boards for the dead- has filed the
with the Registrar's Office
line dates for Official Withdraw- card paid
the fee ($1 for each
and
als.
The last date to withdraw with withdrawal) at the Treasurer's
Office by 4:30 p.m. of the last
28. The
a grade of "W" is Oct.Officially
withdrawal date. Cards or fees
last date to Withdraw
will not be accepted after the
(grade of "PW") is Nov. 30. There
are absolutely no withdrawals deadline.
Registrar
Mary Alice Lee
permitted after Nov. 30. A grade

HOLIDAY
There will,be no classes Nov. 1,
Feast of All" Saints.
Frank B. Costello. SJ.
Academic Vice President

On Campus with Max Shulman
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

A FRAT TO REMEMBER
Every year, as we all know, the Benevolent and Protective
Order of CollegiateFraternities awards a highly coveted prize
to the fraternity house which, in its judgment, has done the
most to promote and enhance the fraternity way of life. The
prize this year— eight hundred pourds of white putty— goes to
the Signa Phi Nothing chapter of the South Dakota College
of Dentistry and Renaissance Art.
The award this year is exceptionallyrichly deserved, for the
Signa Phi Nothing house is the verymodel of all a fraternity
should be. It is, first of all, a most attractivehouse physically.
The outside walls are tastefullycovered with sequins. Running
along theupper story is a widow'swalk, with a widowstationed
every three feet.Moored to the chimney pot istheGrafZeppelin.
Indoors, thehouse givesan impressionof simple,easual charm.
The chapter room is furnished in homey maple and chintz,
with a dash of verve providedby acarp pool threehundredfeet
in dianteter. A waterspoutrises from the eenterof the pool with
the housemotherbouncing on the top.
Members''roomsare gracious and airy and are providedwith
beds which disappear into the wall permanently. Each room
also has a desk, a comfortable chair, a goodreadinglamp,and
a catapult for skeetshooting. Kidney-shaped desks are available for kidney-shapedmembers.
Perhaps the most fetching feature of the house are the packs
of Marlborosstacked inheaps whereverone goes. If one wishes
to settle back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, one needs only
to reach out
— one's hand in any direction and pick a pack of
Marlboros softpack or flip-topbox— and make one's self comfortable with a filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste— that
triumph of the tobacconist's art, that paragon of smokes, that
acme of cigarettes, that employer of mine— Marlboro1

—

The decor, the grace, the Marlboros, all combine to make
Signa Phi Nothing a real gas of a fraternity. But a fraternity
is more than things; it is also people. And it is in the people
department thatSigna Phi Nothingreally shines.
Signa Phi Nothing has among its members the biggest
BMOCs on the entire campus of the South Dakota College of
Dentistry andRenaissance Art. There is, for instance, William
Makepeace Sigafoos, charcoal andbun chairman of the annual
Stamp Club outing. Then there is Dun Rovin, winnerof last
year's All-South Dakota State MonopolyChampionship, 135
PoundClass. Then there isRock Schwartz, who can sleep standing up. Then there is TremblardPlacebo, who can crack pecans
in his armpits. Then there is Ralph Tungsten, who went bald
at eight.
But why goon? You can see what a splendid bunch of chapB
there is in Signa Phi Nothing, and when one sees them at the
house in the cool of the evening, all busy with their tasks
some picking locks, some playingJacks-or-Better, some clipping
Playboy— one's heart fills-up and one's eyes grow misty, and
one cannot but give three cheers and a tiger for Signa Phi
Nothing, fraternity of the year!

—

C I960 Mm Shulmma

—

And while you're cheering, how abouta huzzah for the newest member of the Marlboro family of fine cigarettes unfiltered, mild, delightful Philip Morris king-size CommanderI

—

Have a Commander welcomeaboard!
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Rep. Ann O'Donnell Encourages
Women To Take Part In Politics
By GRETCHEN FREDERICK

"The backbone of any political party is the women
who work in it."
THIS WAS the statement given by Ann O'Donnell,
Democratic candidate for State Representative for the
37th District, in answer to the question, "What is the
role of women in politics." Miss O'Donnell, who graduated from S.U. in '57, says that it is the volunteer work,
of which women are the primary participants, that can
make or break a candidate.
MISS O'DONNELL. who was appointed a State Representative for the 37th District in March, 1959, began
her political career in 1951 doing volunteer work. She
expanded this interest when she entered S.U. and became
active in campus politics. She was editor of The Spectator in '55-'57, and a member
of the Assembly Board. She
was president of Y.D. and a
member of King County Y.D.
In addition, she was editor
of the club's publication Demolog, and college chairman of
Washington State Y.D. Clubs.
When she graduated, she
started working in the precinct
and county divisions. Of her
work Miss O'Donnell said, "I
have found a great deal of personal satisfaction in being active in politics."

"THERE IS a great need for
increasing interest in politics,"
she added. "It affects every
phase of our life, and often
regulates what we do and how
we do it."
She encourages active participation in college because of
the great importance of young
men and women in the political
sphere today. They are vital
to the field, she says, because
"politics" is an area where
there is so much to be done
and so few to do it."

ANN O'DONNELL
She stressed the fact

that

there is "lots of room," and
agrees with Senator John Kennedy's invitation at a recent
college press conference to
"just jump in."

Both Parties For Common Good;
Differences Based On Principles
Many voters complain that they cannot
major differences between the two
parties. Likewise, Europeans are confused by
the fact that the parties are basically so similar.
The American mentality is not likely to
hold extreme views because no 'extremes are
necessary in a country that is generally prosperous. And the intelligent American must
admit that the old cliches no longer apply to
either party.
The Democratic party is not anti-business
and the Republican party is not anti-labor.
Both parties aspire to working for the common good. Neither party has "an axe to grind"
in the strict sense of the word. Speaking only
in a pragmatic sense, each party must woo
all interested groups. If one group is greatly
favored, then the group with the opposite
interest is greatly injured.
Given that both parties aspire to the good
of all, what are the differences between them?
One cannot look at the 1960 platforms to discover them. The objectives of the parties are
the same. The differences, then, must lie in
the means used to reach the objectives.
In considering the means, it is wise to look
at the politicalphilosophy of the party as well
as at the record. A philosophy explicitly states
its principles while actions contain these principles only implicitly.
The Republican party believes that sound
economy and growth in prosperity is achieved
by spending only what the government has. In
order to keep money at its full value, the party
favors high interest rates and tight credit to
keep people beyond their means.
The Democrat believes that most things
can be accomplished better by the federal gov-

see any
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ernment than by individuals or groups. The
free use of the powers of the federal government promotes the prosperity of individuals
and maintains justice. This does not infringe
upon the rights of individuals because the
electorate in voting for the party consents ta
its governmentalpolicies.
The Democratic party is inclined to spend
money freely indifferent kinds of welfareprograms and is not much disturbed by deficit.
Prosperity is achieved through free government spending.More money spent pours Wealth
into the nation at large.
The Democratic party since the New Deal
has supported low interest rates, easy credit!
or installment buying, and cheaper money.
Thus, in Democratic administrations, prices
have tended to rise rapidly. But despite rising
prices, the Democrat believes the principle of
dispersing wealth to create wealth is basically
sound.
In the foreign field, the Republican party
believes in maintaining the autonomy of the
United States as much as possible. Aid to poor
nations is given in order to keep them from
adopting communism as a way to stave off
hunger. In a sense, aidis an expedient.
The Democratic party is more likely to
enter into binding agreements with foreign
—
nations political and otherwise. Many Democrats look upon foreign aid as a moral obligation. The United States is bound in charity to
give to those who have little. Still others who
realize that the United States is not supposed
to be a charitable institution, adopt the attitude that aid is an expedient.
Both parties wish to maintain the military
strength of the United States and are willing
to spend freely to do so.

Absentee Ballot Procedure
For Washington Explained
By TRACY ROBERTS

Absentee balloting is a service provided by each state for
voters who will be away from home on election day or are so

physically handicapped that they cannot vote in person.
One wishing to vote absen- postmarked before midnight
tee should write to his city or Nov. 8.
county clerk and request a balballots are no longlot. He should give his home erAbsentee
required to be witnessed by
address, city, county and votnotary public in Washington
ing precinct. He should also a
state,but this regulation varies
say why he cannot vote in his from state to
state. Washingown precinct.
ton voters must, however, sign
The application must be the affidavit printed on the ensigned the same as the signa- velope used to mail back the
ture on the voter's permanent marked ballot.
registration record. Voters
Instructions for m a i1 in g
are requested to print their completed ballots are included
names on the application also, with the ballot. All applicato aid in positive identifica- tions should be sent to local
tion, and include the address clerks and auditors immediwhere they wish their ballots ately, so that the ballots may
be returned to the voter before
to be sent.
Absentee ballots must be the election.
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Senate Directs Report of Ski Club;
Bradley Appointed Student Counsel
ASSU

Sodality to Sponsor
Northwest Workshop

S.U.s Sodality will host a Northwest Sodality Workshop beginning this evening and lasting until noon Sunday.
Delegates from S.U., Gonzaga, Marylhurst, Holy Names and
Portland University will attend, according to co-chairmen Terry
Murphy and Mary Anne Hoare.
Opening tonight with a round
table discussion on general
Sodality problems, the delegates will go into seminar discussions on the Lay Apostolate
Saturday and Sunday. They
will lock at the Apostolate in
Lutheran Bishop, Rev. Dr."
three seminars covering its Otto J. Dibelius will talk to
Spiritual, social, and intellec- students in Pigott Auditorium
tual facets. Frs. William Wel- today at 1p.m. He will speak
ler, S.J., Louis Sauvain, S.J., on "Communism behind the
and Armand Nigro, S.J. will Iron Curtain." This will be the
first time a Protestant bishop
assist ivith the discussions.
spoken on campus.
has
Saturday evening Dr. David
BISHOP
DIBELIUS has
First
HuDowned, director of
fighting recently for remanities, will address the dele- been
ligion education for children.
gates »t the banquet conven- He is one of the six presidents
tion. He will speak on some of the World Council of
special aspects of the Lay Churches. He had an audience
Apostolate.
with Pius XII on Jan. 23, 1956.
Bishop Dibelius will speak
ThotC working on the Sodality Conference include: Pete in Seattle on Reformation SunRude, registration;Pat Flanni- day, Oct. 30. He also willspeak
gan anr1 Valerie Croteau, hous- in Portland and California.
ing; Sharon Missiaen, programs; Mena Parmeter, invitations; Linda McDonald and
Janet Ho are, correspondence;
and Maureen Driscoll, refresh- TODAY:
Aegis pictures, 10 a.m. to 1
Vnents.
p.m., 3rd floor L.A. Bldg.
File for Judicial Board opens,
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The Ski Club president and the
Treasurer were directed by the Student Senate to make known by Nov. 6 the club's
plan to pay off its indebtedness to the ASSU.

in handling last year's Winter
Carnival funds. If the report
is not satisfactory, the club's
charter will be suspended indefinitely.
On the recommendation o.
ASSU president Tom Reams
the Senate approved the appointment of Jim Bradley as
Student Counsel.

Bishop Dibelius
To Speak Today

Jesuits Approve
New Dorm Plans

Approval for the construc-

tion of the new men's dormi-

A MOTION WAS PASSED
requiring the Cultural Committee to present to the first
Senate meeting of each month
its schedule of activities for
the following month.
Under new business, the Senate authorized Tom Reams,
Dave Irwin, Brenda McGroarty
and Bob Burrcham as delegates
to the fall congress of the Confederation of Northwest Catholic CollegeStudents this weekend. Burnham was appointed
as a delegate to fill the vacancy
left by the resignationof Frank
Ring.

THOSE ON THE SENATE
from the FatherGeneralof the By-Laws committee, appointed
Society of Jesus and Oregon by Senate Chairman Dave IrProvincial authorities, accord- win, are Gary Haggard, Mike
ing to Fr. Edmund B. Mc- Flynn and Dick Peterson. SenNulty, S.J., business manager. ators Leo Penne, Paul Maffeo,
Final approval from the Board Mike Fischer, and Burke Mcof Regents is expected today. Cormick were selected to orTHE FEDERAL HOUSING ganize the Standing Rules
and Home Finance Agency has committee.
The charter of the Psychoalready granted a two-million
dollar loan to the university. logy Society was discussed and
The Board of Regents' approv- approved. The charters of the
al will grant an additional International Relations Club
and Bordeaux Hall were tabled
Judicial Board tiling, closes, $690,000.
A.S.S.U. Office.
"If all approvals are grant- until the next meeting.
ed," stated Father McNulty,
WEDNESDAY:
"The Next President and The
"actual construction of the
A.S.S.U. Office.
U.S. Policy Towards The
eight-story
building will begin
Soph-Frosh Dance, 9 p.m. to
Nations,"
United
Mr. Virgil on March 1. The exact site has
midnight, Parker's Ballroom.
Smith, host 1.R.C., 7:30 p.m.,
not been determined."
Bishop Dibelius speech, 1 p.m.,
Pigott Auditorium.
THE REINFORCED conPigotl Auditorium.
THURSDAY:
MEN AND BOYS SHOP
Filingr for vacant positions SUNDAY:
International Club, 12:45 p.m., crete structure will be rectangular in shape. The first floor
Informal Soccer meeting, 12:30
Chieftain Banquet Room.
on the Judicial Board open top.m., Broadway Playfield.
Sophomore class meeting, 1 and basement will house adday, according to Chief Justice
MAin 3-0227
p.m., Pigott Auditorium.
I.K. Open House, 2 p.m. to 5
ministrative and meal faciliPaul Ross. Filing will close
p.m., 919 E. Columbia.
pictures.
Aegis
p.m.
10
a.m.
to
1
hall,
recties, <a lounge, study
Wednesday.
3rd floor L.A. Bldg.
MONDAY:
1629 SIXTH AYE.
reation rooms, and domestic
Students wishing to apply
Aegis pictures, 10 p.m. to 1 FRIDAY:
help's quarters. Also, the bookfor a position on the board
p.m., 3rd floor, L.A. Bldg.
I.K. Sale of Lost and Found ar- store will be moved to the
SEATTLE I.WASHINGTON
should see Mary Noel Keough, TUESDAY
ticles. All Day, I.K. Office.
building. The upper seven
Day,
day
Information
of
secretary.
Holy
All Saints'
ASSU
AWS Mixer,8:30 p.m., Chieftain.
stories will be living quarters.
Obligation, no school.
on the test given board appliHomecoming Court nominacants will be obtained from
tions, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.. ChiefMary Noel, Ross said.
tain Lounge; 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
judicial
Thr board is the
Marycrest, Xavier.
branch of the ASSU. It conPresidential Poll, 8 a.m. to 1
Parker's Ballroom will be
p.m., Chieftain :\nd L.A. Bldg.
sists of nine members, three
from each of the sophomore,
C.C.D. meeting ,7:30 p.m., Chief- the scene of the dress-alike
tain Lounge.
Soph-Frosh Dance tonight.
junior and senior classes.
Aegis pictures, 10 a.m. to 1 Dancing will start at 9 p.m.
Members are appointed by the
Bldg.
p.m., 3rd floor L.A.
and end at midnight. ProASSU president, subject to the
approval of the Student Sengrams are priced at $2.50.
ate.
Theme of the annual dance
serving
of "You Witch Me" is in keeppreference
A Presidential
ing with the Halloween seapoll will be taken Wednesday son, according to John Codling
in conjunction with the Home- and Judy Bingell.
coming court elections. Bill
have a representative on Campus
ffQUSEBOV
Price, elections boardcoordinaIIM- i
U
til
tor, and Dave Irwin, ASSU vice
,,..
■ ipn
■"'! .1
made the announce: '" i><'r ciwinth in president,
i
i>i"ilinnil>T. KA 3- ment this week.
to discuss :
The poll results will be anseai>.
nounced in next week's SpectaAccelerated Management Training
i Chi'MtU-nl Bi
tor.
"" Uuii- In Iwom ii lem tiImmediate Responsibility
Specialist in
$
ir fuiMiii plvast) coniaoi
ss
OutstandingPromotional Possibilities
il
Italian Food
Ideal LivingConditionsina
wantb*/: KM.- rrom ovnpui <""

UP A STUMP, a 30-foot
'phone pole to be exact,
Kennedy booster Bob Moskal hangs caricature of
candidate Nixon, rebutting
the Nixon-Lodge day activities Tuesday.

tory was received last week

Week's Events

Judicial Board
Filing to Open
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"You Witch Me'
Tonight at Nine
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Skull Practice

South Side
Wins, 104-0

Chieftains Hit the Books;
Little Chiefs Hit the Deck
By K. LEO PENNE

—

Tests are up-coming for S.U.s Chieftains not only
mid-quarters but comprehensives in the school's athletic
policies, regulations, and the team's proposed style of
play for the '60-61 season. This is part of a newly intensified program that includes an hour of classwork daily,
and the compiling of a notebook containing all pertinent

information.

Meanwhile,back in the gym, the Papooseshave been
intensively on offensive and defensive patterns.
drilling
"
ON THE floor the varsity
has been concentrating on members of the '60-'61 frosh
sharpening plays, particularly squad are: Bill Tipton, Steve
the fast break. Each week a Sander, Ron Omori, George
series of small daily scrim- Griffin, Greg Vermillion, Steve
mages is climaxed by a full Hostak, Jerry Tardie, John Olscale game scrimmage at 12:30 son, Bob Sterling, Carl ErickSaturday.
son, Bill Russell, Mark Frisby,
LOOKING AHEAD to the and John Hardy.
season, Cazzetta expects a lot
FROSH COACH Clair Marof trouble from Oregon,
W.S.U., Memphis State, and an key anticipates combatting the
improvedPortland team.Look- Papoose's lack of height by an
ing at the schedule, it's impos- abundance of quick guards and
a tenacious, hard-working desible to find a pushover.
Survivors of the cut and 104-40. The winners and unde-

JCA'6 DRIVE IN
NOW FEATURING:

BURGER BASKET
our DELUXE BURGER
with FRIES and SALAD

The South Side demolished
The Untouchables with a record-making score yesterday,
driving John Waggett, rolled
feated league leaders scored
on almost every play as th c
losers liveddown to their name.
They rarely touched the ball;
more rarely, the runner.
The 104-point margin in the
first game yesterday was the
largest score in intramural
history at S.U.
In the second gameat Broadway Playfield, Larry Faulk
and his Mafia climbed into the
win column by a 26-0 score
over the ROTC.
In the first game Tuesday,
the Trees, led by the harddriving John Wagget, rolled
to a decisive 25-0 win over the
Untouchables. Waggett scored
two of the Trees' touchdowns.
The Internationals, experiencing the wrathof the Mafia,
were defeated 16-0. Sharp defensive play by the Mafia was
the highlight of the game.
In Monday's preliminary,
South Side waltzed over the
ROTC, 52-8, stretching its unbeaten win skein to four games.
In the feature game of the
day, the Trees edged the Internationals, 8-2. The Trees defensive line was outstanding,
making numerous goal-line
stands throughout the game.

65c

—

PRAWNS

—

SpecuLating
WITH

GENE

ESQUIVEL

Life for those of the sports writing fraternity seems
to linger from one name to the next.
No sooner does our reading family become accustomed to associating certain nicknames with players,
than alongcomes someone with a name like Claude Jean
LeFabre. Actually, Claude was a French transfer who
came to Gonzaga U. and departed again but it illustrates
our point of "how do you get a nickname for a guy like
that?" Perhaps the name "Claude" would suffice.
Such nationally acclaimed stars as Wilt "The Stilt" or "Big
Dipper" Chamberlain, Oscar "Big O" Robinson have names that
are on the tip of the tongue of nearly every basketball fan.
But what about our own school players? As it stands, the
following have nicknames: Tommy "Shotgun" Shaules: Elbert
"The Orbit" Burton; Eddie Miles, "The Arkansas Traveler."
But why the dearth of monickers? The Chieftains have
— so
many naturals for clever names. For example: Sy Blye he

could automatically become the "captain" of the team (it'3
corny but a possibility). And Dave Mills. If Oscar Robinson
is the Big O, why not the Big M? No need for modesty here
because Dave is big in scoring, rebounding, and stature.
What's in a name, anyway? "Let's give a cheer for Seattle"
starts the school fight song, then the ensuing line, "Let's give
a cheer for the Chieftains." And what's so special about the
name "Chieftains"? The name Chieftains came to S.U. many
moons ago when the local aggregation couldn't stand the gas
(ridicule) of the name Maroons. It seems that the city publications wanted a good name or one that could fit easier into
the headlines without coming out "Macaroons."
The credit for the name goes to Ed Donohoe, columnist
for the Teamster weekly.
It all came about when The Spectator ran a contest to find
a better name. "Actually, it wasn't much of a contest." testified Ed, because there were fewer than 300 students. Ed
humbly admitted that it was a name he liked and went
down to the local newspapers to announce that Chieftains would
be the name that S.U. would be known by from that time on. ■

]
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CHICKEN DINNER
98c
Vi FRIED CHICKEN, SALAD, ROLL
FISH and CHIPS
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Top
■

SCALLOPS

—
Teams Tied In Bowling League
_j

The I. G. P.'s and the Holy
Rollers blanked their opposition yesterday to remain tied
for the top spot in the bowling league. The record for

15th at E. MADISON

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield
MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

-

11th & E. Madison

both is 13 wins and 3 losses.
Fr. Frank Logan, S.J., took
high series and high game
honors with 549 and225 scores.
Other high games yesterday
were rolled by Paul Gustafson
(220) and Jon Arnt (210).
Second and third series honors
went to Dino Favro (580) and
Andy Mirkovich (550).
Cecelia Lehn had the best
series for the girls with a 376.
She was followed by Marty
Lyon and Dorothy Suter. The
last two took high game honors, Marty with a 151 and
Dorothy with a 150.
In the league Toulouse's Terrors, The Troglodytes, and the
Four Scrooges are tied for
second with 11 wins and 5
losses.

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

MASTER CLEANERS
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty

1209 MADISON

For those who

Or do they just go? If so try 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic-made

specially for men who use water with their hair tonic
(and who doesn't!) .'Vaseline' Hair Tonic's 100% pure,
light grooming oil replaces oil that water removes. It
willnot evaporate tvill stay clear andclean. Your hairlooks great, staysneater longer. Just a little does a lot!

—
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MARY ANN'S RESTAURANT
complete dinner $1.20

OPEN UNTIL 6:30 p.m.
1001 BROADWAY
In Clinic across Madison
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Await Voters' Decision Nov. 8
Six State Measures
—
State initiatives based on information from the Washington State official Voter's pamphlet:

j

INITIATIVE NO. 205

TO THE PEOPLE:
(Authorizing Tavern
SpirituousLiquor Licenses)
It will permit licensed taverns of the state to sell mixed
drinks and cocktails in their
establishments.

after election political turnover is a hidden tax. It will
recognize work performance;
it's what you know, not who
you know that counts.
AGAINST: You, the voter,
dictate the policies of state
government. Can your will be
carried out if elected officials
are powerless to choose or direct t h ei r own employees?
What does Civil Service do to
the efficiency of a worker if
he cannot be removed or even
suspended from his position
without complicated and expensive legal proceedings?

owner or owners.
FOR: Forty-six states have
joint tenancy with right of
survivorship. Why not have
your estate pass right down
the family lirte without attorney fees or court costs? It
takes nothing away but gives
the right of survivorship for
those who care to use it.
AGAINST: Not a single
state has a law in such language. This initiative is the
biggest threat to its extremely
progressivecommunity property law the state has ever faced.
It will destroy the rights of
women and, through them, impair rights of children. Communityproperty and joint tenancy are incompatible.

FOR: It will give equal opportunity to all to purchase
mixed drinks and cocktails in
places of their choice; it will
INITIATIVE NO. 208
modernize our laws and will
TO THE PEOPLE:
inbenefit
the
tourist
greatly
(Authorizing Joint Tendustry in the state of Washington.
ancies In Property)
INITIATIVE NO. 210
AGAINST: It would set up
A joint tenancy is a form of
TO THE PEOPLE:
liquor
byhard
a new class of
ownership of property by two
(Statewide Daylight
the-drink places with special ormorepersons,a principalfeaprivileges andwithout the safe- ture of which is that upon the
Saving Time)
guards and restrictions the death of one of the co-owners,
This law would establish
voters put into the present law. the property is then owned statewide Daylight Saving
solely by the surviving co- Time from the last Sunday of
INITIATIVE NO. 207

TO THE PEOPLE:
(Civil Service For
State Employees)
Thelaw as it now exists does

not cover, by a merit system

or civil service, numerous state
personnel, whereas certain
state agencies are covered. The
passage of this act would establish a civil service program
for employeesor applicants for
employment in state government on the merit system.
FOR: It will insure equal opportunities for all in getting
jobs and earning promotions.It
will stop the political firing
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Precision Cut for Maximum Brilliance
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April to the last Sunday in ing the use of navigablewaters.
September. Pacific Standard
If approved, this act would
Time would be observed dur- limit the power of any corporing the remainderof the year. ation, subdivision of Washington State, or any other state
INITIATIVE NO. 25
to construct, complete or operTO THE LEGISLATURE: ate dams exceeding 25 feet in
(Dam Construction and
height on the previously menWater Division)
tioned bodies of water.
A state law now prohibits
PROPOSED CONSTITUthe construction of any dam
TIONAL AMENDMENT
exceeding 25 feet in height on
SENATE JOINT
any tributary of the Columbia
RESOLUTION
NO. 4
River downstream from the
(Ownership of Land
McNary Dam, including the
Cowlitz River and its tribuBy Aliens)
taries.
This is a resolution passed
The Washington Supreme almost unanimously by our
Court has ruled that this law State Legislature to repeal disis not effective when in con- criminatory practices pertainflict with Federal law govern- ing to land ownership.
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For Engagement Rings

FRANK KIEFNER
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DICK'S
DRIVE-IN
"

Master Watchmaker
Silverware
Diamonds
Watches

Conveniently located in
our own building out of
high rent district.
Serving S.U. More
Than10 Years

DIFFERENCE

'

512 Broadway N. EA 4-4410

OFF OLIVE WAY
" on E. 45th atONIstBROADWAY
" Hobnan at 12th N.W.
N.E.

TERMS IF DESIRED
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New York Life
Agent in
Seattle
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HALCLINE-S.U/57
1025 Securities Bldq.
MU 2-4574
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-finest flavor by far!
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NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

" Life Insurance " Group Insurance
and Sickness Insurance
* " Accident
" Employee
]
PensionPlans
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Before
or After Your Date
Superb
Cantonese Style and
American Food
Food to Take Home
Weekdays 4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Sunday 3 p.m. to I I p.m.
FREE PARKING next door.
EA 2-5537
606 Broadway N.
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Tareyton has the
taste—
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HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
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I.lt combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
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the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2.with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.
tletinitely proved tomake

NEW DUAL FILTER
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